All of Me - John Legend (Ab major)

Intro
C Db C Bb
F F Eb Eb

F Db Ab Eb x3 each (Play Section Four times)

Verse
Ab Ab Ab G
F F Eb Eb
C Db C Bb

F Db Ab Eb x3 each (Play Section Two Times)

Pre-Chorus
F F C#
Db Db C Ab Ab G F
C C C Ab Eb Eb Eb
Bb Bb C…. Bb Bb Bb

Bb Ab Eb

Chorus
Eb Eb Eb C C Ab Ab Bb Bb Db Bb Bb Bb Bb Eb
C C C Ab Ab F F C F F Ab G
Ab Ab F G C Db Db Bb Db Db Db Eb

Ab x2 F x2 Bb Eb (Play Section Two Times)
High Chorus “All of Me”

Bb          Ab

G                         Eb                     Bb          F
                         C                 Ab         Eb

F                        Db

C                       Ab                         Eb

F                        Db                        Ab                     Eb

Bridge

F      F       Ab     G
Db    Db      F      Eb

Bb     Bb      F     Eb     x3 each

Order to Play:

Intro (4x)
Verse (2x)
Pre-Chorus (Top & Bottom half 1x)
Chorus (2x)
“All of Me” high line (2x)

— — halfway — —

Intro (2x)
Verse (2x)
Pre-Chorus (Top & Bottom half 1x)
Chorus (2x)
“All of Me” high line (2x)
Bridge (2x)
Chorus (Chords Only 1x)
Chorus (1x)
“All of Me” high line (2x, [2x slightly different])